
WOOLLEN RUGS ARE NATURALLY HEALTHY!
“When it comes to living and fashion, it’s all about natural materials and durability. But comfort and 
luxury are no less important. And that is why wool is back, even though it never really left.” Speaking 
to us is Best Wool managing director Yvar Monasch, whose surname eventually became leading for the 
new woollen rugs collection ‘Monasch by Best Wool’. 

FOUR PILLARS
The Monasch collection is based on four pillars: health, durability, craftsmanship and comfort.

100% WOOLLEN RUGS

Health 
A woollen rug contributes to a healthier living and sleeping environment. Air-suspended fine particles, such as dust and 
pollen, are ‘caught’ by the natural scale structure of wool. They can then be easily vacuumed. 

And then there’s the invisible but quite unhealthy pollution by VOCs: Volatile Organic Compounds. Nowadays, these 
volatile organic substances are found in all kinds of furniture, but are also emitted by paint, traditional carpet, and 
hard, synthetic floors. VOCs are harmful to liver, kidneys and the central nervous system. Wool neutralises these VOCs.

Durability
Wool grows on grass and automatically grows back even after shearing. The fibres are very strong and hard-wearing 
and therefore long-lasting and in addition, wool is 100% biologically degradable.

Monasch rugs are recyclable thanks to the re-usable Niaga backing. The backing and adhesive are made from polyester, 
one of the cleanest and most recyclable materials in the world. After heating, this flexible backing can be easily 
separated from the woollen rug, after which both materials can be separately recycled.

Craftsmanship
A natural product like wool depends on the craftsmen involved: from the shepherds and thread spinners to the 
craftsmen who, with any eye for detail and quality, know how to get the most from their machines. All Monasch rugs 
are made in the Netherlands by Best Wool. Best Wool has designed and produced woollen carpets in Best since 1982, 
both for the interior and project market. Best Wool is one of the world’s three wool specialists and is supplier for a 
number of well-known brands at home and abroad.

Comfort
Woollen rugs are ultimate comfort. They are exquisitely soft and warm to the touch and have a rich character. Wool is 
safe, fire-retardant, easy to maintain and dampens sound. Professionals who wish to know all there is to know about 
the advantages of wool can visit www.bestwoolacademy.com.
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CUSTOMISATION
With twelve types of quality, different colours, sizes, shapes and edges, Monasch rugs can be tailored to 
everyone’s individual needs. Given the high quality requirements, Monasch only uses wool from New 
Zealand and Europe. Edges can be finished in linen, felt, leather and blind. 

THE MONASCH COLLECTION

Masai
This collection is as colourful as 
the Masai. Vibrant combinations 
create an appealing striped 
pattern. 

The Hi-Low
This comfortable rug has a 
rhythmic structure of high and 
slightly lower loops.

The Sweater
A rug with the optics of a knitted 
sweater. The characteristic V 
gives it a familiar yet surprising 
image.

Let’s Twist
The cut piles of twisted threads 
all casually turn their own way 
and give a playful twist to any 
interior style.

Bad Hair Day
This rug’s loops appear to be all 
jumbled up, but that is exactly 
its charm. The woollen thread is 
felted, making it a bit thicker. 

Fat Cat
An inviting rug that makes you 
want to stroke it.

Chalk
The classic pinstripe translated 
into a modern woollen rug, 
where the stripes revitalise the 
natural shades even more. 

Knot my style
This rug has the optics of a hand-
knotted rug and has a wonderful 
regular structure, in a diagonal 
line.

Let it Rib
A regular rib structure for 
serenity. The loops consist of 
multiple woollen threads for 
extra comfort. 

Crayons
The light grey base colour is, 
in terms of structure, slightly 
higher than the coloured stripes. 
This gives it a surprising effect.

Spaced Out
One of the most colourful rugs 
in the collection. The threads are 
dyed in multiple colours (space 
dye).

Flashback
A modern approach to the classic 
herringbone. A distinctive 
palette of solid pastels. 

NOTE FOR THE PRESS: For more information or an additional interview,  
you can contact Marc Hegger: marc@monaschbybestwool.com, +31-652728686
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